Lesson 16
CAN cannot should should not
Exercise one look at the pictures then fill in the blanks with can or cannot
Senna can jump really well
Ravi can comb his hair
Jim cannot walk right now
Plants cannot live without water
Exercise 2 answer the following questions one has been done for you
Can a horse fly
No it cannot
Get a bird swim
No it cannot
Can a lion bark
No it cannot
Can plants talk
NoTHEY cannot
Can humans cry
Yes they can
Can elephants jump
No they cannot
Can water flow
Yes it can
Can a boy dance
Yes he can
Exercise 3 what can you do right for sentences on this
I can sing
I can dance
I can play
I can swim

What are the things you cannot do right for sentence is
I cannot cook
I cannot fly
I cannot stitch
I cannot bark
Exercise for fill in the blanks which should or should not
We should not crowd around the patient
One should not believe in liars
Naveen should meet me before he leaves
I new should leave now if he wants to catch the rain
I should not be angry at anyone for no good reason
See ya should not exercise after dinner
It generally should not rain on a sunny day
We should make them comfort rible for they are our guests
Exercise 5 rewrite the following sentences by changing their forms from positive to negative and vice
versa one has been done for you
You should not leave without telling your host
You should leave without telling your host
The fish can swim
The fish cannot swim
Asha cannot make breakfast for everyone
Asha can make breakfast for everyone
I can climb that mountain
I cannot climb that mountain
Rahul should be able to tell the difference
Rahul should not be able to tell the difference
Mother cannot take me to school today
mother can take me to school today
mother can take me to school today

we should make a move now
we should not make a move now
Omar cannot fast for long hours
Omar can fast for long hours
Copywork
Where do we use can and cannot
Ken is used when we are able to perform a task while cannot is used when we are unable to do
something

